Purpose: To provide an overview of the responsibilities, challenges, and accomplishments of the sustainment professionals in support of draw down.
Success Story

• With Honor & Success
  – 100% property accountability
  – Developed plan; rehearsed 5 times (foxhole to APOD/SPOD)
  – June 09 – Aug 10
    • 25K pieces of Rolling Stock
    • 1.5M pieces of Non Rolling Stock

• Great team effort
• We “rehearsed” the next phase
Mission in Context
Iraq Joint Operational Area

< 50K Military

< 75K Civilians

~86 Bases
MISSION REQUIREMENTS

Lines of Operation

- Enable DoS
- Maintain Mission Capability
- Close Bases; Execute Movement of Forces/Materiel
- Transfer Property

DoS

Sustainment

Transition

ISF
Velocity & Precision

Integrated & Synchronized Execution
Continuous Improvement

- THINK BIG, START SMALL...
  - RIGHT SIZE
  - CREATE FLOW

- TOO MUCH CAPABILITY BLURS OUR VISION

- SHAPE SUPPORT FOR MISSION REQUIREMENTS:
  - CONTINGENCY
  - SUSTAINMENT
  - DRAW DOWN

- OPEN AND TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION
Our Team